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Abstract—Having access to a forward model enables the use
of planning algorithms such as Monte Carlo Tree Search and
Rolling Horizon Evolution. Where a model is unavailable, a
natural aim is to learn a model that reflects accurately the
dynamics of the environment. In many situations it might not
be possible and minimal glitches in the model may lead to poor
performance and failure. This paper explores the problem of
model misspecification through uncertainty-aware reinforcement
learning agents. We propose a bootstrapped multi-headed neural
network that learns the distribution of future states and rewards.
We experiment with a number of schemes to extract the most
likely predictions. Moreover, we also introduce a global error
correction filter that applies high-level constraints guided by the
context provided through the predictive distribution. We illustrate our approach on Minipacman. The evaluation demonstrates
that when dealing with imperfect models, our methods exhibit
increased performance and stability, both in terms of model
accuracy and in its use within a planning algorithm.
Index Terms—model based reinforcement learning, deep learning, rolling horizon evolution, forward models, planning, uncertainty, error-correction, bootstrapping.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years model-based reinforcement learning (RL)
has experienced a revival boosted by advances in deep learning. Compared to a reactive strategy, possessing an internal
model (i.e. forward model) and being able to encode knowledge about the dynamics of the environment offers several
advantages. Having a model appears to be a key component enabling the capacity to forecast events, anticipate consequences,
evaluate possibilities or visualise different perspectives.
Beyond these positive aspects, model-based RL could also
potentially lessen some of the technical issues that afflict
model-free approaches, such as sample inefficiency and lack
of generalisation. Ideally if an agent acquires a model, it
gains the ability to simulate experiences to plan or to learn
a policy without the necessity of interacting directly with the
environment. This implies a considerable advantage in robotic
control tasks or those requiring safe exploration. Furthermore,
by encoding environmental dynamics the knowledge can be
reused and leveraged for different tasks.
However acquiring a forward model that is accurate enough
to support planning comes with its own set of challenges. The
agent does not only have to learn a policy as in model-free RL,
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but also a model on which to learn it, introducing an additional
source of error. Crucially since the model approximates the
dynamics, even small errors can be catastrophic, making the
model essentially useless as they accumulate over the rollout.
Nonetheless, very promising research has focused on how to
make models more reliable through various techniques. For
example by learning and executing them completely in latent
space [1], [2], by adding noise to increase their robustness [3]
or through a combination of multiple techniques [4]. Alternative approaches sideline learning state transitions altogether,
and focus instead on modelling other aspects such as value
functions and future policy [5]. Despite these advances it
is almost unavoidable, that for any complex task, a model
will be inherently incomplete. There will be an epistemic
component related to a gap in knowledge that could decrease
by further learning or new data. However there will also be an
aleatoric aspect associated to the stochasticity of the process
that generates the data itself [6].
In this paper we are concerned with the importance it has
for an agent to have access to its uncertainty. Different from
[1], we are not specifically interested in finding better state
representation mechanisms intended to learn a more accurate
model. Instead it is assumed the agent must deal with the
faulty or premature models it currently has, and yet, it must
plan and act under uncertainty. The method we propose employs bootstrapping techniques to approximate the predictive
distribution of state transitions by learning an ensemble of
models through a single multi-headed architecture. We devise
and test three different schemes to integrate the data from the
distribution. In this sense our objective is closer to that pursued
in [7], where the goal is to assist the decision making process
by aggregating information from a group of inaccurate models.
In addition we also try to demonstrate how having access
to a predictive distribution enables the construction of errorcorrecting routines, increasing the reliability of the predictions.
Concretely, we consider an environment with multiple interacting elements, whose presence or absence follows a consistent
set of rules serving as constraints. If the initial prediction of an
agent does not satisfy those constraints, alternative predictions
contained in the distribution can inform how to adjust the
original prediction. We test our approach on a video game
control task where it exhibits increased performance compared

to a non-probabilistic agent.
II. BACKGROUND AND P REVIOUS W ORK
A. Model-Based Reinforcement Learning
In RL we denote state st ∈ S, action at ∈ A and a reward
function r(st , at ). The environment is governed by a transition
function or model f (st , at ) = st+1 providing the next state.
Thus in the model-based case a mapping to f , which we
refer to as fθ , is either provided or learned from observations.
For stochastic environments f (st+1 |st , at ) = P r(st+1 |st , at ).
It is possible to express a simulated rollout of action-state
sequences τ = (s1 , a1 , . . . , sT , aT ) with respect to a policy π
as a distribution:
Y
pθ,φ (τ ) = pθ (s1 )
πφ (at |st )pθ (st+1 |st , at )
(1)
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Figure 1. The bootstrap method. The process consists in resampling with
replacement from an original group of observations. For each new sample
pool an estimator is computed and then used to build the bootstap distribution.

B. The Bootstrap Method
The bootstrap method is an statistical technique to assess
the accuracy of an statistic or estimator of an unknown
population parameter [8]. In some cases the variability of
the estimator of interest is established by repeatedly sampling
from the population itself. However, sometimes this may not
be feasible and the only measurements at our disposal come
from a single observed pool of sample data D. The underlying
principle behind the bootstrap method relies on the assumption
that the sample data is representative of the true population.
Thus we can simulate the process of randomly sampling from
the population by treating the sample data as if it were the
population. If the number of samples is large enough, it can
be possible to obtain a distribution that approximates the
sampling distribution of the estimator. The process consists
of the following steps:
• From a sample data D of size N resample with replacement to obtain a bootstrap sample D̃ of the same size.
This process is repeated to get K bootstrap samples.
∗
• Compute an statistic or estimator χk for each of the
bootstrap samples.
• Build a bootstrap distribution with the K estimators.
From the bootstrap distribution then it is possible to perform
inference. For example, by calculating confidence intervals or
obtaining the standard error to assess the variability across
estimates.
C. Bootstrapping in Reinforcement Learning and Randomised
Prior Functions
The idea behind the bootstrap method has found application
in RL to estimate uncertainty and to facilitate more principled
and efficient exploration strategies. [9] proposed the bootstrapped DQN to approximate the posterior of a Q-function.
Compared to the original DQN [10] they introduced a multiheaded architecture where each head is trained on a different
group of experiences from a replay buffer as determined

by a masking distribution. Therefore each head models its
own approximation of the state-action values. Initially during
training due to the discrepancy in the approximations, the
agent chooses different actions depending on the head doing
the decision making, which drives exploration in a natural
manner. As training progresses the heads tend to converge to
an estimate. After training, the agent can assess its confidence
about the state-action value of an observation by sending it
through each head and obtaining K different predictions (i.e.
the bootstrap distribution)
A shortcoming of the bootstrap method is that by itself it
does not include a mechanism to reflect uncertainty beyond
what is coming from the observed data. The authors pointed
out that this issue is mitigated by relying on the diversity that
is induced by the random initialisation of the network which
acts as a form of prior. However this is further addressed in
[11] with the inclusion of randomised prior functions (RPF).
The approach consists in explicitly specifying a prior via an
additional fixed and randomly initialised network. This can be
described as:
Qθk (x) = fθk (x) + βpk

(2)

Where Qθk corresponds to head k and it is modelled by a
function approximator fθk with tunable parameters θk and a
non-trainable prior pk scaled by β.
The bootstrapped DQN has also been extended to modelbased RL [12], helping in the identification of state-action
values with a larger level of uncertainty to guide search in
look-ahead trees [13].
III. M ETHOD
A. Bootstrapped Transition Functions
In this work we also take the idea behind bootstrapped
DQN, but instead of applying it to Q-functions we turn

our interest towards environment transitions. Thus we take a
probabilistic interpretation to the problem of estimating the
next set of future observations and rewards.
Formally we can represent a neural network as a conditional
model pθ (y|x) parameterised by θ, where x is the input and y
is the output. In the RL context, consider an agent that learns
pθ (st+1 , rt |st , at ) as it observes data D = {si , ai , ri , si+1 }N
i .
That is, it learns the set of assumptions of the model, encoded
in the parameters θ, that explains D as good as possible. The
posterior distribution p(θ|D) is usually intractable and often
the parameters θ are learned as point estimates by calculating
the maximum likelihood or the maximum a posteriori when
introducing some form of regularisation.
If we require to work with a distribution, a popular approach
consists in finding the network parameters φ of a candidate
distribution q that is as similar as possible to the true posterior
distribution (i.e. qφ (θ|D) ≈ p(θ|D)) using variational inference to minimise DKL [qφ (θ|D)||p(θ|D)] [14]–[16]. In our
method instead of learning qφ , we assume that the parameters
on each head k, plus those in the part of the network that
is shared amongst the heads, are a sample θk ∼ p(θ|D).
Together all these samples form an ensemble distribution qe
that approximates the true posterior p. Then we can use qe to
obtain an estimate of the predictive distribution of next state
st+1 and reward rt given a new state-action input:

Algorithm 1: Bootstrapped Transition Functions
Input: Policy π, number of heads K
Initialise: Replay buffer D, parameters θ
1 for t . . . T do
2
Sample at ∼ π(at |st );
3
Observe st+1 , rt ∼ p(st+1 , rt |st , at );
4
if done then
5
env.reset();
6
end
7
Generate masks m ∼ Ber(K, 0.5);
8
D ← D ∪ {s, a, r, s0 , m};
9
Sample sm , am , rm , s0m , mm ∼ D;
10
ŷ = {ŝt+1 , r̂t } = fθ (sm , am );
11
Update model by minimising Lθ (ŷ, y),
backpropagating according to m via SGD;
12 end

RHE is a real-time control and planning algorithm that uses
a forward model to search the space of trajectories in order to
maximise certain utility. We can define a policy π as an action
sequence a0:T of length T , starting from a current state s0 to
sT (or an earlier terminal state). Thus RHE attempts to find a
policy that satisfies, within certain budget, the following:
"

p(st+1 , rt |st , at ) ≈ Eθ∼qe (θ|D) [pθ (st+1 , rt |st , at )]

(3)

The predictive distribution corresponds to the bootstrap
distribution reviewed in sections II-B and II-C. Every head
outputs a prediction of the next state and reward and can be
interpreted as estimators χ∗s0 ,ri . From this distribution we can
i
quantify the uncertainty and compute other statistical metrics
of interest.
Any behavioural policy can be followed to learn the multiheaded environment models. To increase the stability and
generalisation, the models are not learned online but from
a minibatch sampled from a replay buffer and trained to
minimise the cross-entropy loss between predictions and actual
observations or rewards. In addition to vanilla bootstrapping
of transition functions, we were also interested in comparing
the effects of adding RPFs. As per equation 1 when a prior
was included the predicted next state an reward on head k
corresponded respectively to:
Tθk (st , at ) = fθtk (st , at ) + βpk
rθk (st , at ) = fθrk (st , at ) + βpk

(4)

B. Rollout strategy
Regardless of the level of accuracy contained in a learned
model of the environment. An agent harnesses it to simulate
spatio-temporal prospects and contingencies. We use Rolling
Horizon Evolution (RHE) [17] for integrating the knowledge
encoded in the model with the capacity to manipulate it in
order to imagine potential outcomes.

π(s) = argmax E r(s0 , a0 ) +
a0:T

T
X

#
r(ŝt , at )

(5)

t=1

Where r(s, a) is the reward function. It has to be noted that
only s0 is an actual observed state while ŝt are states simulated
via a forward model.
A major advantage of RHE is its simplicity while retaining
competitive performance against other well established planning algorithms such as MCTS [17]–[19]. In its most basic
formulation, RHE works by mutating an initial random action
sequence to get a population of size P. The fitness of the action
sequences is determined by evaluating them using the forward
model. The action sequence with the highest total reward in
a rollout is selected, and the first action of the sequence is
carried out in the real environment.
Several enhancements intended to improve the performance
of RHE have been proposed [20]–[22]. For the moment we
focus on the vanilla version of RHE that we have just briefly
summarised. The only enhancement we have added to this
standard version is the shift buffer technique which aims to
facilitate information transfer from the past [20]. This consists
in seeding the new population with the previous fittest action
sequence, by shifting it one time step to the left and appending
a new random action at the end of the sequence to preserve
its length.
RHE has traditionally been applied to perfect simulators but
the basic mechanics of the algorithm remain unchanged when
using imperfect forward models. However one must establish
how to obtain the imagined states ŝ on which RHE will
operate. Taking into account that the network has k heads and

that each of them generates its own predictions, it is necessary
to determine how to tackle the discrepancy arising from the
uncertainty of the forward model to consolidate the outputs
into a single unified prediction. We considered three different
criteria for next state and reward prediction.
•

Average: computes the mean of the output values in the
last layer of each head and retrieves the class with the
largest value:
"
#
1 X  (L) 
σ u
(6)
ŝt+1 , r̂t = argmax
K
k
c
k

c

(L)

Where u
is the vector of logits in the last layer L of
head k and c ∈ {0, . . . , C}.
•

Majority Voting: takes the most common prediction by
obtaining the mode over the output of each head:
ŝt+1 , r̂t = mode fθ1 , . . . , fθK

•



(7)

Sampling: selects a prediction from the predictive distribution formed by the output of each head:
ŝt+1 , r̂t ∼ p st+1 , rt |st , at ; [θk ]K
k=1



(8)

C. Error-Correction
It is widely acknowledged that learning a forward model
is challenging in complex and noisy tasks. Compound error
may render a model impractical for planning. However it
is less understood the different ways the forward models
can be wrong in their predictions. There is currently no
comprehensive classification on the type of errors we may
encounter.
A particular type of error is the lack of alignment between
predictions done locally and how they scale up at a higher
level. Even if local predictions are sensible, it does not
necessarily imply they will be consistent once all of them are
integrated as a whole. For instance in visual domains where
a frame can be modelled by several distributions operating at
lower levels such as pixels or objects. Consider the example
of a video game frame where a neural network outputs
predictions for each section of the frame. The network learns
about the existence of various objects in the environment. If
the network predicts an object observed during training at any
given frame section, this prediction by itself and in isolation,
might not seem surprising. However if the object was predicted
to be on a location that does not correspond with training
observations, then the predicted frame should have a low
likelihood of actually occurring in the environment. Simulating
further into the future by building upon inaccurate predictions
may lead to quick degeneration. Thus in some cases it could
be useful to think in terms of the higher level constraints that
need to be satisfied by a prediction.
In this work we focus on two kinds of constraints intended
to regulate the amount of objects of certain class that should be

present in the predicted frame. Furthermore here we describe
how the ensemble can leverage the uncertainty in the estimates
via the bootstrap distribution in order to make predictions that
are more robust, reliable and that have a higher chance of
conforming to the expectations of what is realistically possible
in an environment.
We start from the assumption that some of these constraints
are discrete and known to the agent at the beginning of a
simulated rollout. Any correction made to the frames is based
on what is immediately accessible to the agent: (1) its current
observation and/or (2) its predictions. For the latter, having a
bootstrap distribution becomes crucial for error-correcting. By
having not only a single point estimate but several candidate
predictions, we can establish mechanisms that search, compare
and integrate observations gathered from the heads into new
revised predictions that are more likely to satisfy the criteria
demanded by the constraints. Note that we will refer to an
element as any generic section in the frame such as a pixel,
a cell or an object. The two error-correction mechanisms are
the following:
Algorithm 2: Error-correction for missing elements
Input: Unified frame prediction fu , Multi-headed
predictions fθk , element e, constraint c, last
observed or imagined position lp
1 if e in fu < c then
2
Find positions in each fθk where e is and store in
p;
3
if p is not empty then
4
if sampling then
5
p0 ∼ p;
6
else if average or voting then
7
p0 ← mode(p0 , . . . , pN );
8
end
9
else
10
p0 ← lp;
11
end
12
Insert e in new position p0 in unified frame fu ;
13
lp ← p0 ;
14 end

•

Missing element: this type of verification applies to
situations where the unified frame prediction does not
include the presence of a particular element in any of
the cells even though it would be expected. To correct
the frame, every head is inspected for the element. If
a head has one or multiple predictions containing the
element, the positions where the element is located are
stored in a shared vector along with the locations coming
from other heads. After all heads have been examined,
the frame is corrected by inserting the missing element
in a position selected from the shared location vector.
The selection is done either by taking the mode of the
location vector or by sampling from it, depending on the

criteria used by the network to predict next state and
reward. If the location vector is empty because none of
the heads predict the existence of the element then the
position is taken from the previous frame. Only for the
first step in a simulated rollout, the previous frame really
corresponds to the last observation gathered from the
environment whereas for the rest of the steps it is taken
from the previously imagined frame. The pseudo-code of
this mechanism is outlined in algorithm 2.

•

Algorithm 3: Error-correction for additional elements
Input: Unified frame prediction fu , Multi-headed
predictions fθk , element e, constraint c, last
imagined or observed element le
Initialise: Vector v that will hold the elements that
replace the copies
1 if e in fu > c then
2
Find positions in fu where e is and store in a;
3
Find positions in each fθk where e is and store in
p;
Additional element: the other situation considered here
4
Check which values in a are in p and store in g;
is when the prediction includes more elements of a certain
5
if g is not empty then
type than those anticipated. First we find the locations
6
if sampling then
where the element is present in the unified predicted
7
g 0 ∼ g;
frame and store them in a vector a. Then we locate the
8
else if average or voting then
positions of the element in every head of the ensemble
9
g 0 ← mode(g0 , . . . , gN );
and store them in a shared vector p. Similar to the
10
end
unified frame prediction, a head can also be predicting the
11
Remove g 0 from g;
existence of the element more times than those specified
12
for gi ∈ g do
by the constraints. The two vectors are then compared to
13
For each fθk extract the element located at
identify and separate the locations in the shared vector
gi and store in v;
p that occur in a as well. From this resulting vector we
14
if v is not empty then
select the position of the elements that will be preserved
15
if sampling then
in the unified prediction. The selection is done by either
16
v 0 ∼ v;
taking the mode or by sampling from the vector.
17
else if average or voting then
After it has been decided what elements are preserved,
18
v 0 ← mode(v0 , . . . , vN );
then it has to be determined what should substitute those
19
end
that have not been chosen. This substitution can also be
20
else
assisted by the predictions contained in the heads. First
21
v 0 ← le
by gathering the location of those elements in the unified
22
end
frame and then by extracting the predictions done by
23
Insert v 0 in position gi in unified frame fu ;
each head in those locations, but considering only the
24
le ← v 0 ;
predictions that are different from the element that should
25
end
be excluded. Once they have been gathered the selection
26
end
is again made computing the mode or by sampling one
27 end
of the elements. Similar to the missing element routine
when a decision cannot be made due to an empty vector,
the rectification will default to the element occurring in
A. Environment
the last frame, whether real or imagined.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

Figure 2. Minipacman. The green cell corresponds to the agent, red to the
ghost, turquoise to the power pills, blue to the food still left in the maze and
black to a cell where the food has been eaten.

We demonstrate the effects of the bootstrapped transition
functions with and without error correction mechanisms in
Minipacman 1 [7] (fig. 2). The environment is a reduced
version of Pacman and provides a simple minimal discrete
control benchmark. The game consists in an agent that navigates through a maze eating food in the corridors. The agent
is chased by a ghost moving semi-randomly. This element
of stochasticity arising from the behaviour of the ghost is an
additional challenge for learning a forward model, as it deals
not only with the epistemic factors of the environment but also
the aleatoric. In addition, the game contains power pills that
when eaten by the agent allows it for a fixed number of steps
the possibility to eat the ghost. The agent has a repertoire of
five actions: up, down, left, right and no operation. It also
1 Our version has been modified and adapted to the task. It was originally
taken from https://github.com/higgsfield/Imagination-Augmented-Agents

receives a reward depending on specific game events. When
the agent eats food it gets a reward of 1, if it does not move
or goes to a section of the corridor with no food it does not
receive a reward. It gets a reward of 3 for the power pills and
6 if it manages to eat the ghost whilst under the effects of the
power pills. If the ghost kills the agent the reward is -1 and
the game instance terminates.
Besides the reward, the agent also receives an observation
that reflects the current state of the game. The format of the
observation is an array of 15×19×3, where the last number is
the amount of channels. Thus the observation contains a total
of 15 × 19 cells. Each of them is associated with a different
object either an agent, food, power pills, a ghost, eaten and
inaccessible cells. The fact that we can treat a cell as an object
allows us to evaluate our error-correcting strategy as proof of
concept, since unsupervised object detection for control tasks
is still an nascent area of research [23]–[25].
B. Error-Correction in Minipacman
The algorithms described in section III-C offer a general
strategy. A starting point for error-correcting a simulated
rollout. To test their performance we focused on the most
fundamental elements of the game: the agent and the ghost.
Predicted frames are checked against the constraints established for the game. The constraints are simply the number
of agents or ghosts counted from the last real observation (or
the last imagined observation). If there are less or more than
the number of elements expected, the routines in algorithm 2
and algorithm 3 are invoked respectively. There is however a
small element-specific adjustment done for algorithm 2. If the
predicted frame initially contains more than a single pacman,
then from the pool of copies to be discarded, we verify if one
of them corresponds to the position where it was observed
in the last frame. If the conditon is met then the cell is
turned black, symbolizing that the food there has been eaten.
Otherwise they follow the original outline and take their values
from the last observed or imagined frame.
C. Architecture
The model of the environment is learned through a multilayer convolutional neural network (CNN) followed by a
fully connected layer. The CNN receives as input the current
observation of size 15 x 19 x 3, and it is concatenated with a
broadcasted one-hot representation of the last action selected
by the policy. The CNN consists of an initial convolutional
layer followed by two bocks, each formed by a pool-andinject layer that attempts to capture long range temporal
dependencies [7]. This layer acts by applying a max-pool
operation to the feature maps and broadcasts the result by
preserving the size and concatenating it with the original
input. Thus communicating globally the maximum value to
the next layer. The output from the pool-and-inject layer is
passed through two double convolutional layers in parallel.
Both outputs are concatenated and passed further to another
convolutional layer. Then the output is concatenated with the
original input and passed on to the next basic block. Finally

the output travels separately through another convolutional and
a fully connected layer on one hand, and on the other through
two convolutional and a fully connected layer, to produce the
next predicted observation and reward respectively. ReLU is
used for all the non-linearities in the network.
The final outputs of the network is the categorical representation of every cell in the next predicted frame and the
predicted reward. The frame and the reward are transformed
into their original format and passed on to the agent to continue
the cycle. The network is trained to predict these outputs by
stochastic gradient descent on the cross-entropy loss between
predictions and actual data.
Accordingly, for those forward models parameterised by
bootstrapped multi-headed networks the last layer produces
K frames and rewards. As outlined in sections II-B and III-A,
RPFs require a prior in the form of an additional neural
network with fixed parameters. The prior network maintains
the same structure, inputs and outputs of the bootstrapped
network. The full list of hyperparameters used during model
learning as well as planning are listed in table I.
Environment Model
Training steps
Mask sampling
Optimizer
Gradnorm
Minibatch size

50000
0.5
Adam
0.5
32

Number of heads
Prior scale (RPF)
Learning rate
Buffer size
Min buffer size

10
1
1e-5
100000
5000

Rolling Horizon Evolution
Sequence length
Mutation rate

1, 5, 10, 20
0.9

Population size
Shift-buffer

10
True

Table I: Hyperparameters.
V. R ESULTS
A. Model learning
The first empirical evaluation considers the capacity to predict future state and reward. We compared a non-probabilistic
single-headed agent (SH) against six variations of a 10-headed
CNN architecture as described in the previous section. Three
of the agents operated with a forward model trained through
bootstrapped transition functions (BTF) while the other three
also included a random prior (BTF+RPF). For both groups
we tested the three mechanisms to consolidate predictions
defined by eq. 6, 7 and 8. All CNNs were trained for 50,000
steps using a random policy and then tested on their next step
predictions over 100 episodes. The accuracy was measured by
verifying the number of cells (or reward class) that matched
with the ground truth. If we look only at the average accuracy
in the entire frame, all models appear to be deceivingly close.
However, decomposing the accuracy by element category it is
easier to appreciate the differences that arise when predicting
the two most dynamic elements of the game, namely the
ghost and pacman (upper section table II). Uncertainty-aware
agents are consistently able to predict the motor consequences
of their actions to a larger extent than when using a SH

Figure 3. Comparison of uncertainty-aware BTF agents against a non-probabilistic agent with a single-headed model. The plots show the performance in
Minipacman with different planning horizons.
Accuracy
Single Head

Average
Boot
RPF

Fruit
Eaten cell
Pacman
Pacman (EC)
Ghost
Ghost (EC)
Reward
Frame

0.99583
0.99598
0.90284
0.22980
0.9557
0.9962

0.99627
0.99545
0.99899
0.99939
0.36043
0.49955
0.97356
0.99661

Fruit
Pacman
Pacman (EC)
Ghost
Ghost (EC)

0.86594
0.90499
0.31941
-

0.96433
0.95564
1.0
0.63119
0.92741

0.99617
0.99261
0.99899
0.99979
0.47513
0.50134
0.97376
0.9966

Majority Voting
Boot
RPF
0.99627
0.99564
0.99919
0.99939
0.35595
0.49955
0.97519
0.99663

Sampling
Boot
RPF

0.99638
0.9926
0.99939
0.99979
0.46303
0.50179
0.97437
0.99661

0.99617
0.99506
0.99878
0.99939
0.34722
0.49865
0.97112
0.9966

0.99617
0.99174
0.99777
0.99959
0.40053
0.50179
0.97397
0.99658

0.98566
0.99584
1.0
0.86749
0.95096

0.9548
0.97429
1.0
0.51388
0.94887

0.97173
0.99558
1.0
0.7348
0.92379

Constraint Fulfilment
0.98296
0.99768
1.0
0.85846
0.9197

0.95127
0.99654
1.0
0.63407
0.93

Table II: Model learning. Top: Average next step accuracy by
category and type of forward model. Bottom: The proportion
of frames that satisfied exactly the constraints as observed in
the environment.
model. However all agents are less adept at predicting the
semi-stochastic behaviour of the ghost. Activating the errorcorrecting routines has a positive effect for both categories.
They allow the agents to predict correctly the ghost movement
up to 50% of the time.
Error-correcting mechanisms however provided something
considerably more critical. From the observations we had
gathered on model prediction it was not rare to find frames
where pacman was missing or cloned. This was also a common
occurrence with the ghost. The bottom section of table II refers
to the proportion of frames that complied exactly with the
element constraints imposed by the environment. That is, the
predicted frames that did not miss or included extra elements
compared to the real observation. There we can observe
that error-correcting mechanisms rightly included pacman and
increased significantly the likelihood of removing or including
the exact number of ghosts that appear in the next time step.
B. Planning and game performance
We measured the performance of the agent in the game
to analyse the impact that the probabilistic models have on
planning with simulated temporal sequences. The models were
tested in combination with RHE for several sequences as
specified in table in table I and evaluated for 10 episodes.
We observed that in general all bootstrapped models, given a

choice of sequence length, offered better performance than the
SH model. At their peak, bootstrapped models without errorcorrection achieved a 2x improvement and above 3x when
enhanced with error-correction. All models degraded in performance as horizon depth increases, however error-correcting
models tended to benefit more from longer sequences and
managed to retain proficiency even with 20-step sequences.
For reference, RHE using a perfect simulator achieves a mean
score of 134.54.
We also noticed that BTF+RPF exhibits more stable performance than BTF alone. Supporting these observations with the
results in model learning, we could draw parallels with [11]
and speculate that the prior is indeed acting as a regularisation
mechanism. This could imply that during training the ensemble
is more diverse in its predictions and therefore less susceptible
to premature overconfident estimations.
VI. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The original objective behind this work was to investigate
potential benefits in performance when incorporating uncertainty estimation into the forward model of an agent. Although
in the literature there has been a large emphasis on producing
more accurate models, our results support the conclusions
reached in previous work regarding the deficiency of pursuing
blindly this approach [26]. Producing highly accurate immediate predictions may still lead to catastrophic failure if global
accuracy measures and loss functions fail to capture how the
essential components of the environment are modelled. Thus
there is a necessity to study further which additional criteria
should assist in evaluating the viability of a forward model. We
focused on structural consistency in the predictions as one of
these criteria, by relating them to the specific environmental
constraints they should satisfy. We explored this notion by
introducing post-processing error-correcting mechanisms and
showed that it is possible to take advantage of the predictions
from an ensemble to guide the corrections.
The results demonstrated that training a forward model
capable of producing uncertainty estimates leads to improved
performance and that enhancing them with error-correction
not only improves it further but also increases stability in
longer horizons. On a conceptual level this may suggest that
authenticity or frame coherence could be complementary to

(granular) accuracy for correctly planning in uncertain environments. Because we were interested in the implications of
uncertainty estimation with inaccurate forward models some of
the experimental choices were intended to study the robustness
of our approach. For example, using a high mutation rate to
produce a widely diverse set of sequences to test the model
or planning with an unbiased RHE. Thus it is possible that
the agents could perform better on the task with adequate
hyperparameter tuning and we could establish comparisons
against similar methods such as I2A [7].
Although BTF by itself can be generically applicable to
multiple domains, BTF with error-correction is provided as a
starting point and it is still at this moment limited in scope.
There are several directions for future work. For instance,
we have assumed prior knowledge of the constraints. One
could imagine learning these constraints directly from data
by predicting the presence of elements and passing on this
prediction to the error-correcting routines. Another future
challenge is to scale the error-correcting capacity beyond gridbased games as well as the possibility of developing other
mechanisms able to operate in latent space. Lastly, a future
study could consider the inclusion of a density estimator or a
novelty detector for an additional assessment of the structural
consistency and realism of a prediction.
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